
ELITE HELPER
GOGETTER
PROGRAM

Let's get you started!



Who is an Elite Helper GoGetter?

Complete 8 Helper jobs on GoGet

Last job claimed <30 days ago

Average of 4.8 stars rating

No active strike

Meet GoGetter Ahmad



Promote GoGet as a
business solution. 

Become role model to
other GoGetters.

What roles do Elite Helper GoGetters
like Ahmad play?



What are the benefits of an Elite
Helper GoGetter?

As an Elite Helper
GoGetter, I get . . .



Elite Helper GoGetter
3% Bonus*.

What are the benefits of an Elite
Helper GoGetter?

Free Elite Helper
GoGetter kit worth

RM148*.

Priority access to GoGet's
special events and feature

releases.

*T&Cs apply



Yes! Let me show you
how...

Wait, you mentioned
BONUS?!



How do I get the Elite Helper Bonus?

 1. Complete at least 1 Helper job (within
30 days from the previous Helper job).All I have to do is..

 2. Ensure I have no active strikes.



How do I get the Elite Helper Bonus?

This is what the bonus
will look like in the

Payment Statement.

Elite Helper Incentive



How to be a proud Elite Helper
GoGetter?

As an Elite Helper
GoGetter . . .



How to be a proud Elite Helper
GoGetter?

I wear GoGet merchandise on
jobs so Posters recognize me.

I share GoGet services with
others via word of mouth and

social media.

Promote GoGet servicesStand proud in the crowd



I love it when I have
the chance to share

about GoGet with
people I meet!

How do I introduce GoGet to others?

I will share them how..

ion



How do I introduce GoGet to others?

...They can use GoGet for reliable part-
time help or earn income flexibly. 



Let me share what I
do to be a 5-stars

Elite Helper GoGetter!

So, what makes you
different from other
Helper GoGetters?



How to be a 5-stars Helper GoGetter?

I would always communicate
with Poster and be polite.



How to be a 5-stars Helper GoGetter?

Hello Ahmad! I'm fine, thank
you. Come in, come in.

Hello Mr. Ali, how are you?
I'm Ahmad from GoGet. I'm

here to start my job.

Poster AliGoGetter Ahmad



How to be a 5-stars Helper GoGetter?

During the job, I will make
sure that I fully utilize my

time by giving as much help
as I can.



How to be a 5-stars Helper GoGetter?

Oh great! There are more
stocks in the warehouse.

Could you count those too? 

I have finished counting
stocks at section A. Is there

anything else I can help?

Poster AliGoGetter Ahmad



How to be a 5-stars Helper GoGetter?

After every completed job, I
would leave constructive

reviews & feedback on the
GoGetter app so that other

GoGetters can benefit from it.



How to be a 5-stars Helper GoGetter?

Other than that, I would
offer my help to other

GoGetters who are in need.

Lim

Hi everyone! Tomorrow is my first time working
as a warehouse helper at XYZ. Can anyone share
their experience working there? I'm so nervous~ 

Hi Lim! Don't be nervous :) Just follow the
instruction you'll be fine. The supervisor is
super nice & other teammates are helpful
too. If you drive, there's a parking lot right
beside the warehouse. You can park there
for free. I'll be there too for tomorrow. See
you!

Ahmad comment:



Bonus tips & tricks:

Leave a good impression by
checking-in & out with the

Poster when you start & end
the job.

Have issues on the job? Work
together with the Poster as a

team to solve it.

Your feedback & input
can help other
GoGetters gain

confidence to claim a
Helper job too.

Don't just come & go Honesty is the best policy Be an ambassador



FREE Elite Helper GoGetter Set worth RM148 awaits*!

*Items in the set are subject to change based on GoGet's discretion.
*Free set will only be given to Elite Helper GoGetters who are active at the time of GoGet's check prior to

disbursement.
*Kindly allow up to 3 months for the instructions to redeem your free kit.



You're almost there!
Answer the quiz at http://bit.ly/elitegogetter 

https://bit.ly/elitegogetter

